The autocorrelation function of the model of the working surfaces of composite cutting plates is determined. The statistical processing of the microstructure of the working surfaces of the cutting plates on the basis of superhard grains with diffusion coatings has been carried out. According to the results of the research, histograms of the distribution of superhard grains on the working surfaces of the cutting plates were constructed. The efficiency of using the research results is proved, which allows to carry out the appropriate substantiation in the design of optical electronic devices for non-destructive quality control of composite cutting plates and in predicting the structural and energy state of the working surfaces of the plates and ensuring the guaranteed values of the period of stability of the tool. The results of research on the characteristics of the structural and energy state of the working surfaces of the cutting plates after sharpening give grounds to assert about the formation of a stable system of "grain-binder" materials. The obtained research results are the initial data when using the methodology of performance evaluation of cutting tools by analyzing the acoustic characteristics of the energy state of processing and instrumental materials using the differential equation of cause and effect relationship.
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Introduction

Creation of a model of the image of working surfaces of composite cutting plates improves the possibility of unambiguous evaluation of the characteristics of the energy state of processing and instrumental materials by related parameters characterizing oscillation and wave processes at the stages of control outside the process and in the process of cutting (machining). Generalization of parameters is performed using the theory of causation [1-6]. To determine the characteristics of the structural and energy state of the working surfaces of composite cutting plates in the machine mode of modeling of rational technical parameters of the machining process, an autocorrelation function (ACF) is used. Thanks to the development of computer engineering, the numerical values of the components of ACF in the studies should be obtained by the method of optical recognition of objects using non-oriented pseudographs as a way of representing images of recognizable objects [7]. The use of research results allows to carry out the appropriate substantiation in the design of optical electronic devices for non-destructive quality control of composite cutting plates and in predicting the structural and energy state of the working surfaces of the plates and ensuring the guaranteed values of wear resistance of the tool.

The purpose and task statement

In order to use the differential equation of causation [1 - 6] an analysis of the characteristics of the energy state in the local contact of the processing and tool materials during the cutting process is performed. Composite tool materials are made in the form of plates. After sintering the plate is sharpened to remove defective layers, providing the specified dimensions of structural and geometric parameters. The process of sharpening is a complex technological process, which, along with its usefulness, can lead to the formation of various types of damage to the working surfaces, which in many cases reduces the reliability of the machining process. To analyze the characteristics of the structural and energy state of the working surfaces of composite cutting plates and the use of the results of research in the machine mode of modeling of rational technical parameters of the machining process, the autocorrelation function is determined.

Presentation of research materials

The statistical processing of the fifteen sections of typical photographs of super-hard materials (SHM) plates (Fig. 1, an increase of 500° and Figure 2, an increase of 125°) is carried out. The number $n$ and density $\lambda_n$ of the distribution of grains and their mathematical expectation $\mu_i$ on the surfaces of the plates are determined by the type of photographs depicted in Fig. 2, and the radius $r$ of superhard grains - by the type of photos...
in Fig. 1 and Fig. 3 [8]. Numerical values in the studies are obtained by the method of optical recognition of objects using non-oriented pseudographs as a way of representing recognized images [7]. A generalized scheme of the process of optical recognition of objects is shown in Fig. 4.

![Generalized scheme of the process of optical recognition of objects](image)

According to the results of the research, the histograms of the distribution of superhard grains on the working surfaces of the cutting plates (Fig. 5) were constructed. It was established that for the grain size of the superfine material 14/10 (according to the passport data on the diamond powder), the density of their distribution on the surface of the plate is higher (Fig. 5, a) than that of the plates with grains 10/7 (Fig. 5, b). The probability of the size distribution of grain size in the range of \( X = 0.15, \ldots, 0.25 \) microns (mcm) is practically the same and has maximum values in this range. The verification of the received distribution laws was carried out according to Pearson’s \( \chi^2 \) criterion. Jurisdictional scores obtained on the basis of \( \chi^2 \) the criteria for different plates satisfactorily coincide with the accepted hypotheses about the nature of the distribution.
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The autocorrelation function of the structural and energy state of the working surfaces of the cutting plates is determined using the model proposed in the publication [9], taking into account the technique [10] for the description of rough surfaces. In accordance with the method for determining the characteristics of the structural and energy state of the working surfaces of the cutting plates, the following assumptions are adopted: the shape of the grain from the superhard material is round; the illumination of the image within the contour of grains is constant and equal to one, and another field - to zero; the location of the centers of grains on the plane obeys the Poisson law. This allows you to write the ACF structural and energy state of the working surfaces of the cutting plates in the following form:
The plates inevitably there is destruction if the working surfaces change their number and size of superhard grains on the working face decreases (Fig. 6). This fact is due to the technological process of sharpening the working surfaces of the plates. The individual small grains have a lower strength between the grain grip due to the reduced area of their contact with other grains and with the binder material. Therefore, the loss of small grains in comparison with large ones is more likely.

The use of the above results of research allows to carry out the appropriate substantiation in the design of optical electronic devices for non-destructive quality control of composite cutting plates and in predicting the structural and energy state of the working surfaces of the plates and ensuring the guaranteed values of the period of stability of the tool.

The results of research on the characteristics of the structural and energy state of the working surfaces of the cutting plates after sharpening give grounds to assert about the formation of a stable system of "grain-binder" materials. The solid core during the process of preparation and sintering of cutting plates under the influence of high values of pressure and temperature, as a rule, do not collapse and dissolve and retain their original sizes. However, during the sharpening of the working surfaces of the plates inevitably there is destruction (excising) of individual grains, rough isotropic surfaces with certain parameters are formed. In the process of cutting, due to the wear of the tool, the initial roughness parameters (formed during the sharpening of the working surfaces) change their values. It should be foreseen that due to the wear of the cutting layer, the values of standard roughness parameters vary $Ra$ and $Sm$ with varying intensity, depending on the working time of the tool. The disproportionate (periodic) change in the intensity of wear of the tool confirms the mechanism of destruction of the microstructure of the tool material due to the action of volatile and wave motions, which lead to the accumulation of stresses of tiredness, the formation and development of microcracks, etc. The deformation processes that take place in the tool material during cutting, cause internal friction in the microstructure of the individual volumes of grain, binder, and also, on the boundaries of contact of one grain with the other and grain with a dressing material. Important characteristics in the design of new instrumental materials, the margin of error determined when weighing the structural components (ingredients) for the production of serial plates is the specific value of the amount of grains and binder material per unit volume of the cutting layer. In order to perform a relative estimation of the internal friction activity, which determine the oscillatory and wave processes in the unit inequality of the rough work surfaces of the instrument, and the justification of the value of the parameters in the acoustic emission method of quality control of the composite cutting plates, an important characteristic is the number of grains placed in the microworld. This fact needs more detailed consideration when performing the analysis of the microstructural energy state of the instrumental material.

The obtained research results are the initial data when using the methodology of performance evaluation of cutting tools by analyzing the acoustic characteristics of the energy state of processing and instrumental materials with the use of the differential equation of cause and effect connection [1 - 6].

**Conclusions**

The autocorrelation function of the model of the working surfaces of composite cutting plates is determined. According to the results of the research, histograms of the distribution of superhard grains on the working surfaces of the cutting plates were constructed. It was established that for grains of superhard material 14/10 (ac-
cording to passport data on diamond powder), the density of their distribution on the surface of the plate is higher than that of plates with grains 10/7. The probability of the size distribution of grain size in the range of $X = 0.15, \ldots, 0.25$ microns is practically the same and has maximum values in this range. Calculated data of ACF show that with a decrease in the grain size of superhard materials, the density of grain distribution on the working face decreases. This fact is due to the technological process of sharpening the working surfaces of the plates. The results of studies on the microstructure characteristics of the working surfaces of the cutting plates after sharpening give grounds to assert about the formation of a stable system of "grain-binder" materials. The solid core during the sintering of cutting plates under the influence of high pressure and temperature does not usually break down and dissolve and retain its original size. However, during the sharpening of the working surfaces of the plates inevitably there is destruction (excising) of individual grains, rough isotropic surfaces with certain parameters are formed.

The obtained research results are the initial data when using the methodology of performance evaluation of cutting tools by analyzing the acoustic characteristics of the energy state of processing and instrumental materials using the differential equation of cause and effect relationship.
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